ABSTRACT Affected by the rescue environment and the unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV) communication technology, communication among UAVs is greatlyrestricted. How to do rescue mission planning for UAV swarms underlimited communication has become a difficult problem. This paperproposes a motif-based mission planning model which generates amission planning strategy as a task priority execution order isinputted. The choice of mission planning strategy turns to be thechoice of a task priority execution order which is a many-objectiveoptimization problem. Permutation and combination of task priorityexecution order contribute to the generation of mass feasible task planningstrategies. The increase in the number of tasks leads to the explosionof the amount of calculation. We enhance preference-inspiredco-evolutionary algorithm with goal vectors (PICEA-g) by usingthe K-means clustering method in the step of offspring selection to selectout next-generation goal vectors. The proposed algorithm, calledk-PICEA-g is applied in the optimization processminimizing, simultaneously, the mission completion time, the total number of changed connections, and the averagenumber of used UAVs through changing the priority execution order oftasks. As an example of application, we apply the improvedPICEA-g to optimize the execution order of a set of tasks,achieving a set of non-dominated solutions from which the decisionmaker can select the most adequate one. By experiments, thefeasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm are validated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to advantages of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) such as strong terrain adaptation, low cost, zero casualty and so on, UAVs have been widely applied in rescue missions [1] , [2] . With rapid development of UAV technology, the usage mode of UAV in rescue missions is developing from a single platform operation to a swarm networked operation. As such, rescue mission planning is one of the key technologies for rescue UAV swarms.
Current research mainly discusses the problem from two aspects. (1) Many researchers applied intelligent optimization algorithms to solve the problems in mathematical models of mission planning for UAV swarms. (2) Some research studied mission planning problems for UAV swarms in simulation systems because mathematical models cannot describe all the features of planning problems in detail.
These research studied mission planning problems for UAV swarms and achieved fruitful results. However, these mission planning methods did not take restrictions of communication among UAVs into consideration. Restricted by rescue terrain and communication technology, communication among UAVs is greatly limited [3] , [4] . How to do rescue mission planning under limited communication has become a difficult problem. The paper proposes a motif-based mission planning model which uses a network connection structure with a specific function as basic units. The mission planning model has a structure of four steps, as is shown in Figure. 1. First, the rescue mission is decomposed into rescue tasks having logistic relationship through goal decomposition method. Second, the rescue tasks are assigned to motifs according to capability mapping. Third, a mission planning strategy is generated automatically as a task priority execution order is inputted by using multidimensional dynamic list scheduling (MDLS) algorithm [5] , [6] . We get all the feasible mission planning schemes by traversing all the task priority execution orders. Last, an enhanced PICEA-g is applied to select the required mission planning strategies that meet special requirements from mass schemes to perform the rescue mission. Each task execution sequence corresponds to a mission planning scheme. The execution sequence of the tasks is actually an arrangement of the tasks. As the number of tasks increases, the arrangement of tasks leads to an explosion in the number of feasible mission planning schemes. The paper uses three indicators to evaluate the mission planning schemes, the mission completion time(MCT), the total number of changed connections(TNOCC) and the average number of used UAVs(ANOUU). The choice of mission planning schemes is a many-objective optimization problem which has three or more objectives. A large number of objectives slow down the search of a Pareto front, causing a lot of time spent on selecting a good mission planning strategy. In addition, every objective function contains a large amount of computation which is time-consuming. Facing highly confrontational, highly uncertain, and highly changeable rescue environment, it is necessary for timely mission planning. Preference-inspired co-evolutionary algorithm with goal vectors (PICEA-g) is an advanced search technique, and has the ability to attain better performance for many-objective problems than other best-in-class many-objective evolutionary optimization algorithms (MOEA) such as non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) [7] , strength pareto evolutionary algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [8] and multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D) [9] . PICEA-g co-evolves candidate solutions with a set of goal vectors. We apply K-means clustering method in the evolution of goal vectors and propose an enhanced PICEA-g, denoted as k-PICEA-g. The improved PICEA-g is used to select out optimization mission planning schemes that meet the rescue mission requirements.
A case study is provided to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm through contrast experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some related work about mission planning for UAV swarms and MOEAs. Section III describes the motif-based planning model. In section IV, an enhanced PICEA-g is proposed to solve the optimization problem. Experimental results are discussed in section V. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
With the promotion of UAV applications in many fields, mission planning for UAV swarms has become a hot topic of research.
The current research mainly focuses on mission planning of UAV clusters from two aspects. First, some researchers combined mission planning models with intelligent algorithms to solve mission planning problems for UAV swarms. Ramirez-Atencia [10] presented a new multi-objective genetic algorithm for solving complex mission planning problems involving a team of UAVs and a set of ground control stations (GCS). Further they presented a new algorithm that has been designed to obtain the most significant solutions in the Pareto Optimal Frontier (POF) [11] . Lamont [12] developed a parallel mission planning system based on multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. In addition, due to the complexity of the mission planning, it is difficult for mathematical models to describe all characteristics of planning problems in detail. As a result, some research used simulation methods to study the problem. Slear [13] designed and implemented a comprehensive mission planning system which integrated several problem domains for UAV swarms in the simulation system. Wei et al. [14] proposed an operation-time simulation framework for UAV swarm configuration and mission planning.
These research has achieved fruitful results. However, existing research has not considered the communication restrictions of UAVs. In actual rescue tasks, communications cannot be maintained continuously due to complex working and electromagnetic environments.
The proposed planning method is a centralized approach. Centralized control means that an agent can observe all the agents and make decisions for other agents. Different from centralized control, distribution control means that each agent makes its own decisions according to its own observation, and acts on its own. Coordination rules are established according to their own needs. The advantage of centralized control is that it can control global information and help make optimal decisions. The distribution control lacks global information, and each agent can obtain a local optimal solution based on its own local information decision, and it is difficult to obtain a global optimum. In rescue missions, commanders need to assign tasks to UAVs after analyzing the global situation to make best planning schemes. As a result, centralized control is more applicable for rescue missions.
The mission planning problem is modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem(MOP). MOP has been studied for serval years and many MOEAs have been proposed to solve MOPs [15] . The first generation of MOEAs (e.g. MOGA [16] , [17] , NSGA-II [7] , SPEA2 [8] ) are based on Pareto dominance. They perform well on MOPs with VOLUME 6, 2018 two objectives. However, they will not perform so well when the number of objectives increases [18] . One of the reasons is that the proportion of non-dominated objective vectors in the population becomes large when MOPs have more than two objectives. Therefore, there has been considerable effort invested in other types of multi-objective MOEAs. For example, some authors have used modified Pareto dominance based MOEAs, e.g., epsilon dominance MOEA (ε-MOEA) [19] , indicator based MOEAs, e.g., hypervolume-based evolutionary algorithm (HypE) [20] , and scalarizing function based MOEAs, e.g., MOEA/D [9] .
In recent years, Purshouse et al. [21] proposed a novel and promising concept for multi-objective problems, that is, co-evolving a population of candidate solutions with a family of decision maker preferences during the search process. Preferences are co-evolved in order to guide the candidate solutions towards the Pareto optimal front. MOEAs based on this concept are named preference-inspired co-evolutionary algorithms (PICEAs). Wang et al. [22] proposed the first implementation of PICEAs, namely, PICEA-g. PICEA-g co-evolves candidate solutions with a set of goal vectors and has been demonstrated to outperform four bestin-class algorithms, NSGA-II, ε-MOEA, HypE, MOEA/D on both bi-and many-objective benchmark instances [23] .
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF RESCUE MISSION PLANNING
Section III is organized as follow: Subsection III.A proposes a motif-based configuration model. Motif is used as basic unit to perform rescue tasks. Task-motif assignment is described in subsection III.B. We can calculate the kinds and numbers of motifs that are required for completion of a task. Subsection III.C describes the UAV communication networked connection ways to perform rescue tasks. Mission planning model is detailed in subsection III.D. A mission planning strategy is generated as a task priority execution order is inputted. Subsection III.E presents the mathematical model of mission planning.
A. MOTIF-BASED CONFIGURATION MODEL
Network motif is the characteristic pattern of interaction in complex networks. Compared with random connection structures, motif comes up more frequently in complex networks. Motifs are of great significance as they can reflect the function to be effectively realized in a framework [24] . Lee and Lee [25] proposed a motif-based measurement method of combat effectiveness. We use motifs as basic units of configuration for UAV swarms in the mission planning model.
According to rescue functions of UAVs, rescue UAVs can be divided into five categories: 1) UAVs for decision-making (DUAV), DUAVs are responsible for commanding and controlling other UAVs during operation. 2) UAVs for reconnaissance (RUAV), RUAVs have the ability of reconnaissance terrain and location of victims. 3) UAVs for action (AUAV), AUAVs have the ability of providing medical treatment and other help. 4) UAVs for transport (TUAV), TUAVs have the capacity for transportation victims. 5)communication relay UAVs (CUAV). Through observing and studying the UAV action network in rescue missions, we abstract seven types of motifs which frequently appear and have a realistic significance out of the network, as is seen in Figure. 2. Considering the lack of decision-making ability, all rescue operations need the participation of the DUAVs. 
B. TASK ASSIGNMENT
Motifs are used as basic units to perform rescue tasks in the rescue mission planning model. Capability requirement vector is often used to calculate the type and amount of equipment needed to complete a task. We apply it in the mission planning model. Combing the characteristics of rescue operation \ with the traditional capability demand vector, we propose a new capability demand vector which has five components: low altitude detection capability, aerial reconnaissance capability, real-time rescue capability, long-distance transport capability and information processing capability. The capability vectors are computed through calculating the sum of motifs' capability vectors. Capability demands are considered to be met when the capability vector of motifs is componentwise more than or equal to capability demand vector. More details can be found in [26] . The rational implementation of distributed operations can reduce the dependence of war on the survivability of UAV swarm members. As a result, this type of connection model is difficult to defeat by opponents. In the communication network, CUAVs are responsible for the transmission of commands and the collection of battlefield information for which each CUAV takes individual responsibility for a task. As is seen in Figure. 3, a CUAV is connected to all motifs that are required to complete this task; more specifically, the CUAV is connected to the DUAVs of those motifs and all working CUAVs maintain communication with the command center. 
D. MISSION PLANNING 1) MISSION DECOMPOSITION
A fundamental question underlying a distributed organizational design-''who should do which part of the mission?''-implies that the mission needs to be decomposable into a set of tasks. We use goal decomposition method to decompose the rescue mission into rescue tasks having logic relations. We assume that a rescue mission is reasonably decomposed into a set of rescue tasks
. . T N }, we characterize every task T i by the following basic attributes:
(1) estimated completion time
, where m ij is the number of the jth motif required for successful completion of task T i , where j is the number of motif type;
As is seen in Figure. 4 (a), a task graph [27] is applied to describe the relationships between rescue tasks: 1) Priority relationship [28] : If existing resources meet the need of two tasks having priority relationship, the two tasks can start at the same time simultaneously. If existing resources cannot meet the demand, the task which has a priority begins execution. The other task can only start when the resources meet the conditions i.e. enough resources are released after competition of a task or several tasks. 2) Precedence relationship [29] : If two tasks have precedence relationship, the task which has a later precedence can only start when the other task is completed. Precedence relationships can be viewed as special priority relationship which has a strict time constraint. It is difficult to check whether a task priority execution fits the task graph, i.e. check whether it is feasible, we decompose the task graph into several task priority chains, as is seen in Figure.4.(b) . When a task priority execution meets all the chains, it fits the task graph.
2) UAV SCHEDULING USING MDLS
The UAVs scheduling problem is the key issue in UAV swarm mission planning. We apply MDLS algorithm to do UAV scheduling in mission planning. MDLS contains two steps:
Step 1: Select a task to be carried out.
Step 2: Select UAVs to construct motifs required for the task's completion.
In
Step 1, a ready task is selected (a task becomes ready when all tasks that have a priority over it have started and all tasks that have a priority precedence over it have been completed).
Step 2, free UAVs are selected (UAVs are free when they are not in working condition). If spare UAVs are enough to constitute motifs that are required for task completion at that moment, the task can start. If not, the task needs to wait to be carried out until enough resources are released after completion of a task or serval tasks.
In the MDLS algorithm, the task change occurs at the moment that a task is completed or serval tasks are completed. To simplify calculation, all CUAVs disconnect motifs when tasks are completed and connect to motifs when tasks start each time. As a result, the number of altered connections attach to the CUAVs is constant. The topology changes of an UAV communication network cause communication delays [30] . To reduce the number of altered connections between the UAVs, motifs required for tasks to begin use as many existing motifs as possible. If existing motifs cannot meet the demands of upcoming tasks, existing motifs that are not required for next task disconnect all connections in them to construct new required motifs.
As a task priority execution order is inputted, a mission planning strategy is generated automatically through using MDLS algorithm. Through inputting the task execution order by traversing, we get mass mission planning strategies for us to choose from.
3) EVALUATION INDEXES OF PLANNING SCHEMES
In the paper, we use three indexes to evaluate mission planning schemes: 1) Mission completion time (MCT): As a common index of operational effectiveness, it is often used to evaluate the merits of mission planning strategies.
2) The total number of changed connections (TNOCC):
A decrease in the amount of connections will help reduce communication delays, enhance the stability of the UAV network, and stabilize the implementation of the mission. 3) The average number of UAVs used every time (ANOUU): During the operation process, UAVs can be easily destroyed. When UAVs suffer damage from enemies and cannot go on with the operation, spare UAVs should replace the damaged UAVs to proceed with the tasks. The smaller the number of UAVs used is, the larger the number of spare UAVs is available to ensure task completion.
E. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 1) OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES
One task priority execution order corresponds to a mission planning strategy. The choice of task priority execution orders is the key issue of the choice of mission planning schemes. We need to select task priority execution orders to generate mission planning schemes that meet the requirements. The task priority execution order is constrained by the task graph. We can check that whether a task priority execution order is feasible through checking if they fit all the priority chains decomposed by the task graph.
2) OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The mathematical expressions of the three indicators' objective function are as follows: 1) Mission completion time (MCT): When the last task is over, this mission can be seen as done.
FT is a collection of all task completion times.
2) The total number of changed connections (TNOCC):
When a task change occurs, there are two situations when we calculate the number of altered connections in motifs. In the first situation, no task would start as spare UAVs could not meet the demands of required motifs. All connections in the motifs for these completed tasks disconnect to save electricity to support continuous tasks. The number of altered connections is marked
m(t j ) is the total motif vector of completed tasks; and t j is the completion time of these tasks.
In the other case, one or some tasks begin at the moment when some tasks are completed. The number of altered connections is marked 
t c is the completion time set of all tasks. t s is the starting time set of all tasks. n c is the number of altered connections that connect CUAVs, it is a constant number.
3) The average number of used UAVs every time(ANOUU): The number of used UAVs changes once the UAV connection network changes. T = t s ∪ t c is the set of times at which UAV connections change (arrange the time in the set T according to the order from small to large). The number of used UAVs from T (i) to T (i + 1) is
The average number of used UAVs is
IV. MISSION PLANNING SCHEMES SELECTION USING AN ENHANCED PICEA-g
The problem of mission planning schemes selection is actually a many-objective optimization problem. To efficiently solve the 3-objective mission planning optimization problem, we use a MOEA called PICEA-g which has been demonstrated to outperform four best-in-class algorithms, NSGA-II, ε-MOEA, HypE, MOEA/D on many-objective benchmark instances. Using PICEA-g, we can get more and better solutions through fewer iterations. Unlike other MOEAs, PICEA-g coevolves the candidate solutions and the goal vectors simultaneously for resolving many-objective problem. A large number of objectives slows down the search of a Pareto front, causing a lot of time spent on selecting a good mission planning strategy. In addition, every objective function contains a large amount of computation which is timeconsuming. Facing highly confrontational, highly uncertain, and highly changeable rescue environments, it is necessary for timely mission planning. Moreover, to accelerate the process of iteration convergence, we apply K-means clustering method in the evolution of goal vectors and propose an enhanced PICEA-g. K-means clustering method is used as a controller to further enhance the evolutionary of goal vectors and expand the ability of PICEA-g. More efficient goal vectors are selected out by K-means clustering method instead of random selection during each iteration, accelerating the process of convergence. The resulting algorithm is denoted as k-PICEA-g.
Candidate solutions in the algorithm are task priority execution orders constrained by priority chains. Each population member is a vector which consists of {1, 2, 3 . . . , N } (N is the number of tasks). It represents a priority chain of tasks {T1. . . ,TN}. Because the multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) has three objectives, goal vectors are encoded with three-dimensional vectors.
Different from common population members, common operators cannot do crossover and mutation work for these candidate solutions. To keep candidate solutions fitting priority chains, we incorporate adaptive order-preserved operators within the recombination operation of k-PICEA-g. Here, we describe the components of the k-PICEA-g such as initial solutions generation, K-means clustering of goal vectors and genetic operation.
A. FRAMEWORK OF k-PICEA-g k-PICEA-g takes over the general framework of PICEA-g, which consists of population initialization, population evaluation, genetic operations and selection for survivals. Specifically, k-PICEA-g is an elitist (µ + λ) approach, as is seen in Figure. 5.
We add K-means clustering method of goal vectors after random generation of goal vectors, as is shown in Figure. 6. Compared with original PICEA-g, k-PICEA-g has a higher speed of convergence, that it means it can get Pareto set of mission planning schemes through fewer iterations.
Initially, random N candidate population members, P are randomly generated. H population members are randomly picked out. Their objective function values are calculated as initial goal vectors G. The candidate population members and goal vectors are then evolved for a fixed number of generations. In each generation t, parents Pt are subjected to crossover and mutation operators to produceN offspring Ct. During the process, we use K-means clustering method to select goal vectors for next generation instead of random selection. Pt and Ct are then pooled respectively, and the combined population is sorted based on their fitness. Finally, truncation selection is used to select N best solutions for the next generation population members.
Note that each solution is a task priority execution order which is subjected to all task priority execution chains from the decomposition of the task priority graph. First, we need to guarantee that each solution in the input initial population conforming to the order of all task priority chains. As a result, we design a solution generator to generate the eligible initial population. During the genetic process, solutions crossover and mutate, which may produce ineligible solutions in the offspring. To prevent generating ineligible solutions, we use a segment crossover operator and propose a heuristic mutation operator to keep relative task orders.
The pseudo-code of k-PICEA-g is presented in Algorithm 1.
The main steps of the k-PICEA-g are as follow: Line 1 generates the initial feasible population P0. All members in P0 are subjected to all task priority chains got by decomposition of the task graph.
Line 2 generates the initial goal vectors set G0. Line 4 does genetic operation on population members and generates the offspring population members.
Line 5 calculates the objective functions of the offspring population members.
Line 6 generates goal vectors randomly and uses K-means clustering to select H goal vectors for offspring goal vectors.
From line 7 to line 9, the parents and offspring of population members, goal vectors and fitness of population members are merged together.
In line 10, the fitness of combined goal vectors, combinedG is worked out. From line 11 to line 18, the offspring population members and goal vectors are selected out from combined population members and combined goal vectors.
We describe the initial population generator, crossover operator, mutation operator and K-means clustering of goal vectors in detail. Details of the algorithm can be found in [19] .
B. INITIAL POPULATION GENERATOR
We need to guarantee the inputted population members conforming to all task priority chains. We should generate a set of random number arrangements that fit the constraints of task priority chains. First, we randomly select a ready task over which tasks with a priority has been selected out. Next, we update task priority chains by removing the selected task. Then, a ready task is selected and task priority chains are updated until all tasks are selected and an eligible solution is obtained. This process is repeated until the initial population is filled and an initial population which conformed to all task priority order chains are generated.
Algorithm 1 The Enhanced PICEA-g Using K-Means Clustering
Input: The number of population members, N, the size of goal vectors, H, maximum number of generations, maxGen, the number of objectives, M Output: promoted population members P, promoted goal vectors, G, best front BestF 
C. SEGMENT CROSSOVER OPERATOR
We use segment crossover operator to do crossover operations on parent chromosomes. Offspring chromosomes generated by the crossover operator are feasible as parent chromosomes conform to all task priority chains. First, a pair of chromosomes in the population are selected out randomly. The middle point located at N T /2 divides parent chromosomes into two gene segments, segment 1 and segment 2. Gene segment 1 is from 1 to N T /2 − 1, and gene segment 2 is from N T /2 to N T . The new offspring chromosome is constructed as follows: (1) gene segment 1 remains unchanged; and (2) gene segment 2 is rearranged based on the sorting of these tasks in the other parent.
The segment crossover operator maintains priority and precedence constraints. As is mentioned in section II.D, precedence relationships can be viewed as special priority relationship which has a strict time constraint. So as long as priority constraints are maintained, precedence constraints are maintained. There are three situations regarding any priority task chain. First, the whole chain is in gene segment 1. Because gene segment 1 remains unchanged, priority constraints are maintained.
Second, the whole chain is in gene segment 2. Because gene segment 2 is rearranged based on the sorting of these tasks in the other parent, the chain will be sorted according to the order of tasks in the chain in the other parent. Parent chromosomes conform to all task priority chains, so priority constraints are maintained. Third, the chain locates through gene segment 1 and segment 2. The part of the chain in segment 1 keeps unchanged, the part in segment 2 will be rearranged according to the order of tasks in the chain in the other parent. According to the analysis in the first and second situations, priority constraints are maintained. Figure. 7 provides an example of the crossover operation.
D. MUTATION OPERATOR
This operator provides a mutation operation on the chosen parent chromosomes to generate the offspring chromosomes Algorithm 2 Function Mutation-op (P, pm, mu) Input: Initial population members, P of size N, mutation percentage, pm, mutation occurring probability, mu, task priority order chains, Tor Output: Offspring Om
if pi is not exchangeable 9.
Go to line 7; 10.
else C ← exchangeableset(chromosome(t), Tor, pi); 11.
q ← rand(random ((0, |C|))); 12. This mutation operator uses the exchange of two points approach. First, a point is selected out from the chromosome randomly. We need to judge whether there exists a point that can be exchanged with the point. If there the tasks in the previous position and the task in the next position neither can be exchanged with it, mutation cannot occur. It needs to randomly select one point and decide again until a point which can be exchanged is selected.
Om(t)← exchange(chromosome(t), pi, C(q)
This point is marked as pi. Then we need to work out the point set that can be exchanged with pi in the chromosome. We select all previous tasks of pi, Bi in all task priority chains. If there does not exists in a chromosome, the previous task is denoted as 0.
Similarly, the next task of pi is selected. If there does not exist in a chromosome, the next task is denoted as N T + 1. These points are archived in the next task set Ai. The range of pi is defined as [bi, ai](bi ∈ Bi, ai ∈ Ai), representing a gene segment from bi to ai. The minimum range of pi s [min_bi, min_ai], which contains the fewest points in the chromosome. To ensure a diversity of mutation, a point in [min_bi, min_ai] need to be selected out randomly.
We randomly chose one from C and exchange it with pi. Figure. 8 provides an example of the mutation operator. Task priority chains: T2-T1-T6-T7; T2-T4-T3;  T8-T6-T5-T9 ; We randomly chose 4 and found the set {T1,T8,T6} of points which could be exchanged with 4. Next, we chose 8 for the exchange and obtained a new offspring chromosome.
E. K-MEANS CLUSTERING OF GOAL VECTORS
In PICEA-g, population members co-evolve with goal vectors. In the original PICEA-g, the goal vectors are selected by random choices. It is evident that as the goal vectors are located further away from the Pareto Front, the comparability between alternative solutions is less useful. Meanwhile, we consider that the candidate solutions would become a hyperplane situation when the MOP have no more than three conflicting objectives. Therefore, we proposed an enhanced PICEA-g by improving the choosing process of goal vectors. The goal of local K-means is the key to enhancing the PICEA-g, which can find several hyperplanes located in the center of the current population. We choose K-means algorithm for two reasons. First, calculation amount of K-means algorithm is small. Because we need to do K-means clustering of goal vectors at each iteration. It is necessary for timely mission planning, so we cannot choose a clustering which involves a large amount of calculation. Second, K-means algorithm has a higher convergence speed compared with other clustering methods. Because K-means algorithm is not robust to noises, we delete noises that are far away from most points. These hyperplane fragments locally approximate the manifold distribution of the current population. Specifically, the local K-means first divides the current population into several non-connected clusters, and then use K-means to learn the main components of each class. If the local class is small enough, then the intra-class data distribution will not be too curved. The pseudocode of local K-means is presented in Algorithm 3. The encoding stage of an algorithm can be demonstrated soon afterwards:
V. CASE STUDY
A joint group of rescue UAVs is assigned to complete a rescue mission that includes rescuing some people trapped in the harbor and airport after the hurricane. Also note that there may be a few people trapped in the forest, beach and outside. According to the news, a tourist is trapped in the hill. It's not sure that whether he is trapped in hill 1 or hill 2. The mission geographic layout is shown in Figure. 9. Now there exist 6 CUAVs, 20 DUAVs, 18 RUAVs, 14 AUAVs, and 12 TUAVs can be used to complete the rescue mission according to plan and deployment. Commanders want to make a scheme Due to the barrier of the forests and the electronic interference of the airport, communication among rescue UAVs is greatly restricted. We use the communication-restricted case to verify the motif-based mission planning method.
The mission is decomposed into 17 detailed tasks which have internal priority and precedence relationship orders through applying goal decomposition method, as shown in Figure. 10. More concretely, the task execution priority order need to satisfy the task priority chains : T4-T1-T2,  T8-T7-T3, T9-T10-T14-T15, and the task precedence order  chains: T10-T14, T7-T3. Through linear inequalities of capacity demand, we work out the kinds and numbers of motifs that are required for each task's completion, as is shown in Table 1 . Completion time of each task is also shown in Table. 1. As is mentioned in section II.D, all CUAVs disconnect motifs when tasks are completed and connect to motifs when tasks start each time. So the choice of CUAV will not affect the experimental results. When a task starts, a CUAV is randomly chosen from spare CUAVs. When a task is completed, the CUAV responsible for the task becomes spare.
We encoded the rescue mission planning schemes through encoding the rescue task priority execution orders. We applied k-PICEA-g to select mission planning schemes for UAV swarms.
Different mission planning strategies are generated automatically as different task execution orders are inputted by using multidimensional dynamic list scheduling (MDLS) algorithm. There are C 4 17 • C 3 13 • C 3 10 • 7! = 4.1168 × 10 11 feasible task priority execution orders.
Thus there are 4.1168 × 10 11 feasible mission planning schemes provided for the commander to choose. Selecting good planning schemes that meet the requirements on three dimensions is a hard work which consumes a great amount of calculation. The application of k-PICEA-g realizes fast iteration and convergence. We did two groups of contrast experiments.
First we compare k-PICEA-g results with customary PICEA-g results. As is seen in Figure. 11, after 50 iterations, we get some non-dominated mission planning schemes. Compare the results generated by two algorithms, Pareto front of last generation generated by k-PICEA-g are obviously overall dominated over them generated by customary PICEA-g. In other words, we can get more and better rescue mission planning schemes by using k-PICEA-g than by using PICEA-g.
We also did a comparison experiment between nondominated sorting genetic algorithm III (NSGA-III) and k-PICEA-g, as is seen in Figure. 12. NSGA-III is a mainstream algorithm in the field of many objective optimization problem. It has been demonstrated to outperform most MOEA approaches on many-objective benchmark problems. Similarly, we compare the Pareto front generated by these two algorithms. Non dominated solutions of last generation generated by k-PICEA-g are obviously overall dominated over them generated by customary NSGA-III algorithm. k-PICEA-g outperforms NSGA-III in this problem.
We set different standards and calculate the number of mission planning schemes that meet these standards got by the three algorithms. Standard [a, b, c] is a requirement of mission planning schemes which complete the mission within a minutes, keeps TNOCC not more than b and ANOUU not more than c simultaneously. From table 2, we find that we can get the most planning schemes by using k-PICEA-g. In most standards, the number of planning schemes that meet standards is obviously bigger than that got by other two algorithms. When the standard is adjusted to [104, 190, 45] and [120, 170, 40] , the results are very close. In conclusion, we can get more mission planning schemes conforming to standards through using k-PICEA-g than using NSGA-III or PICEA-g. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presented a motif-based rescue mission planning method for UAV swarms under limited communication.
We proposed an improved PICEA-g called k-PICEA-g which applies K-means clustering method in the evolution of goal vectors. We incorporated k-PICEA-g with the motif-based model to select good planning schemes from enormous feasible schemes. The feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm was validated through contrast experiments in the case study.
UAVs are easily damaged during mission execution. We will take loss of UAVs into consideration. Due to loss of UAVs, we need to dynamically adjust the mission planning plan of the UAV swarms. In the future work, we plan to study online mission planning under the premise of UAV damage. In addition, we would like to incorporate the mission planning method with simulation methods to further verify the method.
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